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Abstract

Background: The availability of central nervous system stimulants has risen in recent years, along with increased dispensing
of stimulants for treatment of, for example, parent-reported attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder in children and new diagnoses
during adulthood. Typologies of drug use, as has been done with opioids, fail to include a sufficient range of behavioral factors
to contextualize person-centric circumstances surrounding drug use. Understanding these patterns across drug classes would bring
public health and regulatory practices toward precision public health.

Objective: The objective of this study was to quantitatively delineate the unique behavioral profiles of adults who currently
nonmedically use stimulants and opioids using a latent class analysis and to contrast the differences in findings by class. We
further evaluated whether the subgroups identified were associated with an increased Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 (DAST-10)
score, which is an indicator of average problematic drug use.

Methods: This study used a national cross-sectional web-based survey, using 3 survey launches from 2019 to 2020 (before the
COVID-19 pandemic). Data from adults who reported nonmedical use of prescription stimulants (n=2083) or prescription opioids
(n=6127) in the last 12 months were analyzed. A weighted latent class analysis was used to identify the patterns of use. Drug
types, motivations, and behaviors were factors in the model, which characterized unique classes of behavior.

Results: Five stimulant nonmedical use classes were identified: amphetamine self-medication, network-sourced stimulant for
alertness, nonamphetamine performance use, recreational use, and nondiscriminatory behaviors. The drug used nonmedically,
acquisition through a friend or family member, and use to get high were strong differentiators among the stimulant classes. The
latter 4 classes had significantly higher DAST-10 scores than amphetamine self-medication (P<.001). In addition, 4 opioid
nonmedical use classes were identified: moderate pain with low mental health burden, high pain with higher mental health burden,
risky behaviors with diverse motivations, and nondiscriminatory behaviors. There was a progressive and significant increase in
DAST-10 scores across classes (P<.001). The potency of the opioid, pain history, the routes of administration, and psychoactive
effect behaviors were strong differentiators among the opioid classes.

Conclusions: A more precise understanding of how behaviors tend to co-occur would improve efficacy and efficiency in
developing interventions and supporting the overall health of those who use drugs, and it would improve communication with,
and connection to, those at risk for severe drug outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2023;25:e46742) doi: 10.2196/46742
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Introduction

Background
Central nervous system stimulants are treatments for a variety
of illnesses. There are pharmaceutical treatments for
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), such as
treatments using amphetamine and methylphenidate [1], and
for narcolepsy, shift work sleep disorder, and obstructive sleep
apnea, such as treatment using modafinil [2]. In recent years,
the availability of these drugs has risen. Among children and
adolescents aged 3 to 17 years, the prevalence of parent-reported
ADHD had risen steadily to 9.6% in 2018 [3], whereas
dispensing rates for stimulants remained stable from 2014
through 2019 [4]. Among adults, the prevalence of diagnosed
ADHD was estimated at 2.5% in 2009 [1], and the rates of
dispensing, particularly among female individuals, were on the
rise from 2014 to 2019 [4]. Heterogeneity in the clinical
presentation of ADHD among adults makes clinical diagnoses
more difficult during adulthood than during adolescence [5]. In
the United States, an estimated 536,000 (0.2%) individuals aged
≥12 years used modafinil in 2020 [6]. Given the effects of
prescription stimulants on the central nervous system, all types
have the potential to be misused or abused [7], and the diversion
of prescription stimulants is well documented [8].

In 2020, in the United States, an estimated 5.1 million (1.8%)
people aged ≥12 years misused a prescription stimulant, 5.2
million used cocaine, and 2.5 million used methamphetamine.
However, 50% more people initiated prescription stimulant
misuse than cocaine, and 400% more people misused
prescription stimulants than methamphetamine [6]. Prescription
stimulant misuse, or nonmedical use, has been documented in
several sectors of society, particularly among younger adults
and adolescents [8,9]. Most of those who misuse prescription
stimulants are not novel drug users; the majority also report
using other recreational drugs or misuse of other prescription
drugs (95.3%) and report that their misuse behaviors were
preceded by other drug use (77.6%) [10]. In addition, mortality
involving illicit and prescription psychostimulants has risen
dramatically, with 22.9% of drug overdose deaths involving a
stimulant in 2019 [11], and amphetamine-involved deaths are
also on the rise, albeit at lower levels [12]. As drug use
behaviors shift, and new medications become more prevalent,
our characterization of behavioral patterns should also change.

Typologies of drug use among persons who use opioids have
been studied using a latent class analysis (LCA), with a
substantial emphasis on understanding polysubstance use
[13,14]. However, few studies have investigated the behavioral
constructs that might underlie opioid use. Apart from accounting
for injection or inhalation, typology analyses involving opioids
have not factored in behavioral indicators such as the source of
the drug or reasons for use, although the association of
behavioral indicators with the severity of drug use is well known
[15-17]. Precision public health [18], which heralds a move to
providing the right intervention to the right individual, is needed
and requires an understanding of the diversity in drug use
patterns in real-world settings. Drug class–specific use patterns
may present as heterogeneous typologies; in addition, the

typologies of use are not expected to be similar among drug
classes. The behavioral typologies of both stimulants and opioids
are understudied, and distinguishing behavioral patterns among
drug classes would be a step toward person-centric precision
public health.

Objectives
This study aimed to delineate more nuanced behavioral patterns
among those who use prescription stimulants and opioids using
a national survey in the United States and an LCA. An objective
of this study was to compare the differences in how the latent
classes manifested in each of the stimulant and opioid classes
across a similar set of behavioral indicators. This approach
allows the data-driven discovery of use patterns across many
novel behavioral indicators, which broadens the understanding
of the typologies of use for both drug classes. A direct
comparison between prescription stimulant and opioid
typologies from the same data source and study period contrasts
important similarities and differences between these
psychoactive substances [13].

Methods

Study Population
This study used cross-sectional data from the Researched Abuse,
Diversion and Addiction-Related Surveillance System’s Survey
of the Nonmedical Use of Prescription Drugs (NMURx)
program. Detailed methods for the NMURx program are
provided elsewhere [19]. Briefly, this program conducts 2
launches of the survey per year to a web-based panel targeting
the general adult population (aged ≥18 years); respondents can
only participate once per year. The survey includes information
about the individual’s characteristics and risk factors, as well
as their motivations and behaviors surrounding prescription
drug use. The questions focus on major psychoactive drug
classes, including stimulants and opioids. Respondents are
surveyed based on a nonprobability-based quota sampling
collection mechanism. Exclusion criteria are then applied to
remove respondents who demonstrate careless or inattentive
responses. Finally, the sample is weighted using a generalized
calibration weighting scheme. This approach has been shown
to generate reliable and valid drug use estimates in the United
States among adults [19,20]. This study used both survey
launches from 2019 and the first launch from 2020; data
collection was completed before widespread disruption to daily
life in March 2020 from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Measures
This study focused on those who have nonmedically used
prescription stimulants or prescription opioids in the last 12
months. Nonmedical use was defined as a prescription drug
“use in a way not directed by a health care professional.” The
prescription stimulants of interest were amphetamine,
methylphenidate, and modafinil. Given the many different types
of prescription opioids, these were classified by morphine
milligram equivalent conversion factors into 4 indicator
variables: low-potency opioids (codeine, dihydrocodeine,
tramadol, and tapentadol), medium-potency opioids
(hydrocodone, morphine, and oxycodone), high-potency opioids
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(fentanyl, hydromorphone, and oxymorphone), and opioids used
commonly in opioid use disorder maintenance therapy
(buprenorphine and methadone) [21]. Drug use behaviors were
classified as indicator variables. Reasons for nonmedical use
are tailored to each drug class; a full list of reasons by class is
provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. The routes of
administration included swallowing, other oral methods
(including crushing, chewing, or dissolving in mouth), inhaling
(snorting or smoking), and injecting the medication. The sources
of the prescription included a valid prescription for oneself,
friend, or family member; dealers; or another form of diversion
(a forged prescription; stolen from pharmacy, clinic, or hospital;
or purchased without a prescription abroad or on the internet).
Finally, nonpharmaceutical stimulant (cocaine, crack cocaine,
methamphetamine, illicit amphetamine, or
3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine [MDMA]) and
nonpharmaceutical opioid (heroin or nonpharmaceutical
fentanyl) use in the last year were defined as nonpharmaceutical
drug use indicator variables for each of the stimulant and opioid
models. All drug use indicators were included as predictors in
the LCA models.

Other demographic and risk factors were included to describe
the sample and the resultant latent classes. In particular, the
Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 (DAST-10) was used to provide
a quantitative score for class-agnostic severity of drug use [22].
This self-administered tool is a 10-item questionnaire that is
not substance specific; hence, scores can be compared across
populations. A score of ≥3 on the DAST-10 discriminates well
for people with lifetime drug use disorders with or without
diagnoses [23]. Participation in a drug treatment program in the
last 12 months for drug use disorders involving prescription or
illegal substances was self-reported.

Ethical Considerations
The NMURx program study protocol has received ongoing
approval from the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board
since 2016 (#16-0922). Participants consented to be surveyed
(Multimedia Appendix 2) and were compensated in points,
which could be redeemed for gift cards at commercial vendors
valued up to US $3. Privacy in the survey is protected by a
certificate of confidentiality from the National Institutes of
Health, and personally identifiable information was not collected
by the researchers.

Statistical Analysis
Demographics and national prevalence of drug use, as well as
nonmedical use for each prescription drug and 95% CI, were
estimated among all adults in the United States using calibration
weights. Among those who nonmedically used a prescription
stimulant or opioid, the percentage and 95% CI for each drug,
reason, route, and source were estimated separately.

The populations of those who nonmedically used prescription
stimulants or opioids were independently explored using an
LCA. Other studies that have explored the patterns of drug use
behaviors have taken similar approaches [13,14]. This
multivariable technique assumes that the study population
consists of several subgroups engaging in a mix of distinct
behaviors that are defined by observed characteristics [24].

These subgroups were latent, meaning that they were not directly
observed and were instead discerned from individual behaviors.
Subgroups derived by the data can differ between the 2
prescription drug types; however, naming the identified
subgroups was qualitative and dictated by the researchers based
on the patterns observed.

To develop the LCA models, several exploratory subsets of the
model indicators were used from the categories of drug type,
reason for nonmedical use, route of administration, and source.
The selection process was performed to improve model
performance and interpretability [24,25]. There was no a priori
number of latent classes specified; therefore, models with
different latent classes were tested and compared with the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and other fit statistics.

Degrees of freedom for the G2 likelihood ratio test were
calculated from the fitted model, which is the number of cells
in a contingency table representing permutations of behaviors
minus the number of parameters estimated minus 1. Other
diagnostic criteria evaluated were the smallest class count
(sample size of >50 or >5% of the sample), entropy (>0.8), and
average latent class posterior membership probability (>0.9)
[25]. LCA models that did not converge are not shown. The
NMURx program calibration weights were incorporated into
the models using a pseudolikelihood estimation approach.

The latent class modeling results presented are the gamma (γ)
parameters (the latent class membership probabilities or
prevalence estimates) and rho (ρ) parameters (the item-response
probabilities given latent class membership). Individuals were
assigned to a latent class with the highest probability based on
the Bayes theorem, given the observed data [24]. The
distributions of demographic and health factors were stratified
by latent class. Differences in these characteristics across class
membership were assessed using chi-square tests for categorical
variables and ANOVA for continuous variables; P values were
adjusted using the Holm correction for multiple comparisons.

Finally, it was hypothesized that subgroups with more advanced
drug use behaviors would be associated with an increased
DAST-10 score, as an indicator of average problematic drug
use, and with attending drug use treatment in the last 12 months.
When evaluating distal outcomes, we used the naive approach,
where the latent class assignment was used in subsequent models
without including the error or bias associated with class
membership probabilities [26,27]. Other methods for accounting
for this error or bias have been published, but the naive approach
allowed the incorporation of the NMURx program weighting
scheme. This resulted in an acceptable trade-off between
potentially attenuated effect sizes and the representative
modeling results of the general population. Both crude and
adjusted models were assessed. The association of class
membership with mean DAST-10 score was modeled with a
linear regression controlling for sex, age, race (Black, White,
or other), ethnicity, and tobacco use in the last 12 months to
adjust for confounding. The odds of drug use treatment in the
last 12 months were modeled with logistic regression controlling
for the same variables plus a history of acute or chronic pain.

All analyses were conducted in SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute)
using the PROC LCA package [28].
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Results

Study Sample
Across the study period, there were 89,383 surveys representing
87,786 unique individuals between the 2 survey years. Of the
87,786 unique individuals, 2083 (2.37%) indicated nonmedical
use of stimulants, and 6127 (6.98%) indicated nonmedical use
of opioids in the last 12 months. In the study, 1.79%
(1597/89,383) surveys were from repeat individuals; this was
considered ignorable in the analysis.

The national prevalence among adults for any prescription
stimulant use in the last 12 months was 5% (95% CI
4.9%-5.2%), including the use of amphetamine (4%, 95% CI
3.8%-4.1%), methylphenidate (1%, 95% CI 1.0%-1.1%), and
modafinil (0.7%, 95% CI 0.6%-0.7%). The national prevalence
of nonmedical use of prescription stimulants was 1.9% (95%
CI 1.8%-2.0%), including amphetamine (1.6%, 95% CI
1.5%-1.6%), methylphenidate (0.3%, 95% CI 0.3%-0.4%), and
modafinil (0.2%, 95% CI 0.2%-0.3%). The national prevalence
of nonmedical use of any prescription opioid was 5.5% (95%
CI 5.4%-5.7%), including medium-potency opioids (3.4%, 95%
CI 3.2%-3.5%), low-potency opioids (2.9%, 95% CI
2.8%-3.1%), high-potency opioids (0.7%, 95% CI 0.6%-0.8%),
and maintenance opioids (0.7%, 95% CI 0.6%-0.7%).

Overall, compared with the general population, the adults who
nonmedically used prescription drugs were younger and
consisted of higher proportions of male individuals, individuals
who identified as Hispanic, those who had never married, and
current students or health care professionals (Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). In the last 12 months, there was also

a higher proportion of alcohol use, an overnight stay in the
hospital, and receipt of counseling for alcohol or drug use. The
proportions for the lifetime history of 10 mental health diagnoses
were ≥2-fold higher among those who had nonmedically used
prescription medications. Finally, the average DAST-10 score
was higher among those who reported nonmedical use of
prescription stimulants compared with those who reported
nonmedical use of opioids or the total population.

Subgroups of Stimulant Nonmedical Use

Item Response and Model Fit Overview
Among adults who nonmedically used prescription stimulants,
amphetamine was the most common drug (79.9%), followed
by nonpharmaceutical stimulants (35.3%; Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). The most common reasons for
nonmedical use included to focus or get work done (62.8%)
and to stay awake or be alert (59.6%), whereas in the case of a
little more than one-third of adults, the reasons included for
enjoyment and to get high (35.2%). A friend or family member
was the most common source (55.4%) of the prescription
stimulant, followed by individuals who used their own valid
prescriptions (41.5%).

The stimulant LCA resulted in up to 5 latent classes across
converged models, and the 5-class model had the lowest BIC
and appropriate fit statistics (Tables 1 and 2). Full item-response
probabilities and 95% CI for each observed variable across the
classes are included in Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Among adults nonmedically using prescription stimulants, the
interpretation of the 5 latent classes and their prevalence
estimates (Figure 1; Table S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1) are
provided in the following subsections.

Table 1. Latent class analysis model evaluation (model fit criteria) by drug group.

Model fit criteriaDrug group and number of classes

Log-likelihoodG2c(df)AICbBICa

Nonmedical use of prescription stimulants

–17,687.911,054.3 (32,752)11,084.311,168.91

−16,383.68445.7 (32,736)8507.78682.62

−15,701.07080.5 (32,720)7174.57439.63

−15,415.46509.2 (32,704)6635.26990.64

−15,118.05914.5 (32,688)6072.56518.25

Nonmedical use of prescription opioids

−56,757.034,450.7 (131,054)34,484.734,598.91

−51,428.123,792.8 (131,036)23,862.824,098.12

−50,478.221,893.1 (131,018)21,999.122,355.33

−49,557.920,052.6 (131,000)20,194.620,671.74

aBIC: Bayesian information criterion.
bAIC: Akaike information criterion.
cLikelihood ratio chi-square statistic for null hypothesis.
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Table 2. Latent class analysis model evaluation (diagnostic criteria) by drug group.

Diagnostic criteriaDrug group and num-
ber of classes

Average latent class posterior probabilityEntropySmallest class weighted prevalence (%)Smallest class count, n (%)

Nonmedical use of prescription stimulants (n=2083)

1.001.001002083 (100)1

0.940.7832.4844 (40.5)2

0.920.8132627 (30.1)3

0.910.8321.7362 (17.4)4

0.910.8513.4320 (15.4)5

Nonmedical use of prescription opioids (n=6127)

1.001.001006127 (100)1

0.960.8728.21999 (32.6)2

0.950.8824.51336 (21.8)3

0.920.8519.21215 (19.8)4

Figure 1. Stimulant nonmedical use latent class item-response probabilities.

Amphetamine Self-Medication
This class (25.6%) was defined by amphetamine users (ρ=1.00)
with an extremely low probability of other stimulant use. This
class had a moderate probability of nonmedically using
amphetamine for addressing medical conditions or symptoms
(ρ=0.49) or alertness (ρ=0.65) as well as high probabilities of

swallowing the medication (ρ=0.92) and sourcing it through a
valid prescription (ρ=0.76). This class had almost 2-fold higher
proportions of ADHD diagnoses than other classes and similarly
high proportions of anxiety disorders. Nonpharmaceutical drug
use was lowest among the classes, and the prevalence was
largely comparable with the general population prevalence
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estimates. This class had low but nonzero probability of
nonmedical use of low- and medium-potency opioids.

Network-Sourced for Alertness
This class (19%) was also defined by amphetamine use (ρ=1.00),
with moderate nonpharmaceutical stimulant use (ρ=0.28). This
class had high probabilities of nonmedically using stimulants
to stay awake or be alert (ρ=0.89) and swallowing the
medication (ρ=1.00). This class almost exclusively sourced the
stimulants through friends and family networks (ρ=0.99), with
very low probability of using a valid prescription or sourcing
from dealers. This class had the lowest proportion of diagnosed
ADHD despite high amphetamine use. Cocaine and MDMA
use were also elevated in this group. As in the amphetamine
self-medication group, this class had low but nonzero probability
of nonmedical use of low- and medium-potency opioids.

Nonamphetamine Performance Use
This class (13.7%) was defined by higher probabilities of
prescription methylphenidate (ρ=0.55) and modafinil (ρ=0.49)
use and distinctly not amphetamine use (ρ=0.08). This class
had high probabilities of nonmedically using the stimulants for
alertness (ρ=0.70), swallowing the medication (ρ=0.68), and
sourcing it through valid prescriptions (ρ=0.50), although no
single source was highly probable. This class had high
proportions of self-assessed very good or excellent health while
having generally lower proportions of mental health diagnoses.
High-potency opioid use was more likely in this class than in
the amphetamine self-medication or network-sourced for
alertness classes.

Recreational Use
This class (23.9%) had a high probability of amphetamine use
(ρ=1.00), with the highest probability of nonpharmaceutical
stimulant use across classes (ρ=0.58). This class had high
probabilities of nonmedically using stimulants for alertness
(ρ=0.82) and for enjoyment or to get high (ρ=0.60). This class
had moderate probabilities of both swallowing (ρ=0.70) and
inhaling the medication (ρ=0.54), as well as primarily sourcing
it through friends and family networks (ρ=0.70) and from
dealers (ρ=0.53). This class also had higher proportions of
prescription drug treatment in the last 12 months and nonmedical
use of opioids of all potencies. This class had the highest
proportions of anxiety disorders, major depressive disorders,
and posttraumatic stress disorder. This group also had high
proportions of nonpharmaceutical stimulant use, with
approximately 1 in 3 using cocaine or methamphetamine in the
last 12 months.

Nondiscriminatory Behaviors
This latent class (17.9%) showed high probabilities across most
of the drugs, reasons, routes, and sources. This indicates that
all these behaviors were prevalent in combination, but no single
combination of behaviors particularly defined the class. This
class consisted of a population that indiscriminately used
prescription stimulants. This class had the highest likelihood of
injecting prescription stimulants. It also had the highest
proportion of drug treatment in the last 12 months (21%), while
also having the highest proportion of self-assessed very good
or excellent health (73%). In general, it had some of the highest
proportions of mental health disorders. In this class, the
proportion of nonpharmaceutical stimulant use ranged from
22% for MDMA to 28% for methamphetamine.

Demographic and Other Drug Use Characteristics
When looking at the demographic characteristics that differ
among these 5 latent classes, 4 of them consisted of majority
male individuals, whereas 1 (the network-sourced for alertness
class) consisted of majority female individuals (61%). The
amphetamine self-medication, nonamphetamine performance
use, and nondiscriminatory behaviors classes in general had
higher proportions of those who were married and had higher
levels of education. The nonamphetamine performance use and
nondiscriminatory behaviors classes had higher proportions of
current or former armed forces personnel. There were no
differences across classes regarding current student status, but
there were differences in the proportions of health care
professionals, with the highest proportions found in the
nonamphetamine performance use and nondiscriminatory
behaviors classes. The estimated mean age ranged from 32 to
34 years.

Association of Class Membership With DAST-10 Score
and Drug Use Treatment
When modeling the association of class membership with
DAST-10 score and drug use treatment in the last 12 months,
the adjustment for confounders attenuated the effect estimates.
Every class still had a statistically significant increase in mean
DAST-10 score (P<.001) above the amphetamine
self-medication class (Figure 2; Table S5 in Multimedia
Appendix 1) after adjusting for confounding. The mean increase
in estimates ranged from 0.48 DAST-10 points for the
network-sourced stimulant for alertness class to 2.19 DAST-10
points for the recreational use class. The association of class
membership with receiving treatment for the use of prescription
or other illegal drugs in the last 12 months was elevated only
for the recreational use class (odds ratio [OR] 2.23, 95% CI
1.35-3.67) and the nondiscriminatory behaviors class (OR 2.87,
95% CI 1.71-4.83) after adjusting for confounding compared
with the amphetamine self-medication class.
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Figure 2. Latent class membership association with Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 (DAST-10) score and drug treatment history in the last 12 months.
(A) Prescription stimulant nonmedical use. (B) Prescription opioid nonmedical use.

Subgroups of Opioid Nonmedical Use

Item Response and Model Fit Overview
Among adults who nonmedically used prescription opioids,
medium-potency opioids were the most common drug (60.8%),
followed by low-potency opioids (52.9%). The prevalence of
use of nonpharmaceutical opioids was <6% each (Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). The most common reasons for
nonmedical use included to reduce pain (77.7%) and to relax
or reduce stress or sleep (46.8%), whereas in the case of a little
less than one-third of adults, the reasons included for enjoyment
and to get high (28.1%). Receiving the prescription opioid
through a valid prescription for oneself was the most common

source (55%), followed by receiving from a friend or family
member (49.9%).

The opioid LCA resulted in up to 4 latent classes across
converged models, and the 4-class model had the lowest BIC
and appropriate fit statistics (Tables 1 and 2). Full item-response
probabilities and 95% CI for each observed variable across the
classes are included in Table S6 in Multimedia Appendix 1.
Among adults nonmedically using prescription opioids, the
interpretation of the 4 latent classes relied both on item-response
probabilities and the posterior distributions of health factors to
best understand the results. Their descriptions and prevalence
estimates (Figure 3; Table S7 in Multimedia Appendix 1) are
provided in the following subsections.
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Figure 3. Opioid nonmedical use latent class item-response probabilities.

Moderate Pain With Low Mental Health Burden
This class (21.9%) was primarily defined by exclusive
probability of the use of low-potency opioids (ρ=1.00), with
zero probability of the use of other opioids. This class had a
high probability of nonmedically using opioids to reduce pain
(ρ=0.76); 51% had chronic or acute pain in the last 12 months,
and 38% saw a physician for this pain. This class had a moderate
probability of sourcing these low-potency opioids through a
valid prescription (ρ=0.50) and through friends or family
members (ρ=0.40). There was also a high probability of
swallowing the medication (ρ=0.98), which is the intended route
for most of these opioids. In comparison with the other classes,
there were overall lower proportions of mental health diagnoses
in this class.

High Pain With Higher Mental Health Burden
This class (38.4%) was primarily defined by medium-potency
opioid use (ρ=1.00), with a moderate probability of low-potency
opioid use (ρ=0.33). This class had the highest probability of
nonmedically using opioids to reduce pain (ρ=0.85) and
swallowing the medication (ρ=1.00). This class had the highest
proportion of individuals who had experienced acute or chronic
pain (60%), had seen a physician for this pain (44%), and had
received a prescription opioid for this pain (34%). Similarly,
this class had a moderate probability of sourcing opioids through
a valid prescription (ρ=0.56) and through friends or family

members (ρ=0.50). However, the proportions of anxiety
disorders (38%) and major depressive disorder (15%) were
elevated compared with other classes, considering that this class
did not have the other risky drug-related behavior profiles.

Risky Behaviors With Diverse Motivations
This class (20.8%) was not defined by any 1 type of opioid use,
meaning that all types, including maintenance drugs and
nonpharmaceutical opioid use, were common among the class.
This class had the lowest probability of nonmedically using
opioids to reduce pain (ρ=0.62); reasons such as to prevent or
treat withdrawal symptoms or a comedown from a high were
elevated compared with the first 2 described classes. As there
were diverse reasons for use, this indicates that the population
was managing multiple drug effects beyond managing pain.
This class showed approximately equal probabilities of some
higher-risk behaviors such as other oral routes (chewing or
dissolving medications, ρ=0.52) and nonoral routes (inhalation
or injection, ρ=0.32). The use of stimulants was higher for this
class than for the pain-oriented classes. This class had the lowest
percentage of individuals who had experienced acute or chronic
pain (45%). Compared with the other classes, there were higher
proportions of several mental health disorders, including autism
spectrum disorder and bipolar disorder. Notably, this class began
to show higher nonpharmaceutical opioid use, including heroin
(8%) and fentanyl (5%) use.
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Nondiscriminatory Behaviors
As in the case of the stimulant analysis, a latent class (18.9%)
appeared that had high probabilities across most of the drugs,
reasons, routes, and sources. This indicates that all these
behaviors were prevalent in combination, but no single
combination of behaviors particularly defined the class. This
class consisted of a population that indiscriminately used
opioids. This class had the highest likelihood of injecting
prescription opioids and nonmedically using stimulants. This
class also had the highest proportions (at most 2-fold higher)
of mental health disorders across classes, and 55% had
experienced acute or chronic pain in the last year. Notably, there
was 21% heroin use and 18% fentanyl use in the last 12 months.

Demographic and Other Drug Use Characteristics
When looking at the demographic characteristics that differ
among these 4 latent classes, the risky behaviors with diverse
motivations and nondiscriminatory behaviors classes consisted
of majority male individuals, whereas the other 2 classes
consisted of approximately equal numbers of male individuals
and female individuals. The nondiscriminatory behaviors class
in general had higher proportions of those who had advanced
education and were health care professionals, current students,
or current or former armed forces personnel. There were no
differences across classes across income, marital status, or most
race categories. The mean age ranged from 33 to 41 years.

Association of Class Membership With DAST-10 Score
and Drug Use Treatment
When modeling the association of class membership with
DAST-10 score and drug use treatment in the last 12 months,
the adjustment for confounders attenuated the effect estimates.
Every class still had a statistically significant increase in mean
DAST-10 score (P<.001) above the moderate pain with low
mental health burden class (Figure 2; Table S8 in Multimedia
Appendix 1) after adjusting for confounding. These mean
increase in estimates ranged from 0.35 DAST-10 points for the
high pain with higher mental health burden class to 2.36
DAST-10 points for the nondiscriminatory behaviors class. The
association of class membership with receiving treatment for
the use of prescription or other illegal drugs in the last 12 months
were elevated for the risky behaviors with diverse motivations
(OR 4.91, 95% CI 3.09-7.80) and nondiscriminatory behaviors
(OR 9.74, 95% CI 6.22-15.26) classes after adjusting for
confounding compared with the moderate pain with low mental
health burden class.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Overall, among adults in the United States, the prevalence of
prescription stimulant nonmedical use was lower than that for
prescription opioids, with amphetamine having the highest
prevalence at 1.9% and methylphenidate and modafinil having
similar prevalence estimates of 0.2% to 0.3%. Both prescription
stimulant and opioid nonmedical use populations were
heterogeneous, with distinct behavioral patterns and associated
demographic, mental health, and risk factor profiles. This is
consistent with other latent profile work demonstrating that

drug use can peak at many different points throughout
adulthood, and peaks are associated with a multitude of prior
factors [17]. Among adults who nonmedically used prescription
stimulants, 5 distinct latent classes emerged, ranging in
prevalence rates from 14% to 26%, indicating that there is no
one dominant use pattern. Among adults who nonmedically
used prescription opioids, 4 distinct latent classes emerged,
where the high pain with higher mental health burden class was
twice as common as the other classes. For each drug category,
the identity of the drug used was a factor that differentiated
classes, but other behavioral characteristics were important to
the class definitions as well.

Unsurprisingly, amphetamine use largely separated from other
prescription stimulant use, which is consistent with dispensing
volume. The amphetamine self-medication class largely used
amphetamine to treat medical symptoms and therefore could
represent a group of individuals with untreated or undertreated
ADHD because less than half of the subgroup reported an
ADHD diagnosis. The appearance of this latent class was
expected among the general population of adults, where ADHD
diagnoses are challenging [29]. However, our analysis identified
2 latent classes of stimulant users that are unique contributions
to our understanding of those who use prescription stimulants.
First, we identified the network-sourced for alertness latent class
with a prevalence of 20%. Although the behavioral pattern
seems similar to behavioral patterns documented among
college-aged students [30], we demonstrated that this type of
behavioral pattern is not confined to college students or young
adults. This latent class consisted of predominately female
individuals (61%), had lower diagnoses of ADHD, and obtained
their medications almost exclusively through friends or family.
This could be evidence pointing toward some female individuals
with underdiagnoses of ADHD self-medicating, with other
behaviors being low risk, such as mostly swallowing their
medication and low report of use to get high. Prior work has
shown that female individuals may have been a clinically
underdiagnosed population for ADHD, given the differences
in clinical symptomology between male individuals and female
individuals, particularly with lower rates of diagnoses in
childhood [29]. Second, this is the first study to identify a
subgroup of prescription stimulant users who seem to be largely
using the stimulants for performance reasons but are
predominately using nonamphetamine drugs such as
methylphenidate and modafinil. This group, although the least
common, seems to also have a higher-risk behavioral profile,
including routes that involve tampering, such as inhalation or
chewing of medications, and sourcing through diversion,
potentially exposing them to adulterated drug products. Both
classes may need diverse intervention strategies to address their
health risks.

Both prescription stimulant and opioid LCAs in this study
identified a similar class, the nondiscriminatory behaviors class,
which was characterized by a high probability of the use of
multiple substances and risky behaviors, particularly injection
of the drug and nonmedical use across drug classes. These
classes were also characterized by increased proportions of
mental health disorders and previous substance use treatment.
This finding is consistent with the findings of 2 other LCAs of
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prescription stimulants [31,32] and a systematic review of latent
classes among opioid users [13]. In addition, there is also
evidence that similar classes of behavioral patterns are present
among adolescents who nonmedically use prescription
stimulants [31], potentially indicating that, for some, these use
patterns may begin early when health care providers are more
likely to interface with adolescents, allowing for opportunities
for education.

A systematic review of other stimulant use studies found that
the acquisition of prescription stimulants from friends and family
networks [8] ranged from 50% to 90%, and this study found
that 55% of the respondents reported receiving the medication
from a friend or family member. Interestingly, some of the
distinct latent classes were almost exclusively obtaining their
medicines through these networks. The network-sourced for
alertness, recreational use, and nondiscriminatory behaviors
subgroups (accounting for 60% of this population) are
particularly concerning because these classes tended to not
obtain the drug from a health care professional and therefore
are potentially less exposed to information guiding proper
dosage, risks of co-use with other drugs, contraindications to
stimulant use, and other safe medication practices typically
communicated through health care professionals. Furthermore,
interventions primarily implemented through a health care
professional would have limited direct impact on these groups.
Future interventions may need to target specific subgroups; for
instance, the increased proportion of health care professionals
among several of the stimulant use classes can be presumed to
be aware of the risks and may warrant a different approach than
more traditional risk education.

The opioid LCA showed more variance among mental health
disorders and substance use treatment than the stimulant
population. Generally, the 4 latent classes identified among
those who have nonmedically used a prescription opioid were
largely distinguished by type of opioid use, pain history, and
mental health burden. These findings were generally consistent
with those of a systematic review of all LCAs among persons
who use opioids and do indicate that there is a subgroup of
opioid users at risk who are not necessarily at the level of
requiring treatment but should be considered for interventions
to prevent progression to opioid use disorders [14]. However,
the findings presented here go beyond past works, which have
focused on polysubstance use and transition behaviors
[13,14,33], to include a series of behaviors that better represent
a person-centric perspective on factors that compose drug-related
behaviors in adults.

A precision public health approach [18] aimed at preventing
progression to more severe drug-related outcomes would address
the differences in subgroups who nonmedically use stimulants.
The most common providers of prescription stimulants include
the 3 specialties of psychiatry, pediatrics, and primary care
physicians [4]. For the amphetamine self-medication class, the
lack of high-risk behaviors could mean that an intervention with
this subgroup would focus more on treating unrecognized mental
health conditions rather than high-risk consequences, whereas
an intervention with other latent classes such as the recreational
use and nondiscriminatory behaviors classes, which show
adjusted DAST-10 scores on average almost 2 points higher,
would likely involve evaluating substance use disorders. A next
step in studying prescription stimulant nonmedical use could
be to connect the subgroup behaviors to the resulting
consequences and estimate the effectiveness of potential
interventions.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several notable strengths. First, the NMURx
program sampling was not related to drug use, and the adults
in the sample more likely represent the full range of stimulant
subgroups to study, whereas many other studies focus on more
specialized populations with less generalizable results. Second,
the large sample size and the inclusion of behaviors in addition
to specific substances in our latent models allowed us to
distinguish more nuanced behavioral patterns among
prescription stimulant nonmedical users, identifying 2 classes
in the general population that are underrepresented in research.
One limitation to this study is the drug-centric approach,
focusing on separate stimulant and opioid profiles. Future
research would benefit from performing similar analyses
considering all drug use profiles and exploring more
polysubstance use behaviors to further our understanding of the
evolving drug use landscape.

Conclusion
To increase the effectiveness of drug-related health
interventions, the diversity in how and why people use drugs
must be considered. A more precise understanding of how
behaviors tend to co-occur would improve efficacy and
efficiency in deploying resources to support the overall health
of those who use drugs, and it would improve how we
communicate with, and connect to, those at risk for severe drug
outcomes.
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